
Time and gravity are adversaries to the ageing face,
and can make people look tired, old and cranky or
sad and angry, when they’re not. According to

Sydney plastic surgeon Dr Warwick Nettle, not everyone is
ready for drastic surgery to lift and tighten the whole face
when all they want is to look a little more relaxed, refreshed
and softened without an extended recovery time. 

The mouth and the forehead are two facial areas where
expressions can be misinterpreted as time goes by. A
down-turned mouth and frown lines between the brows
can give the impression of being mad at the world, when in
fact, gravity and the ageing process have produced tired
muscles, giving an appearance of fatigue.

Dr Nettle performs surgeries that he says call for minimal
down time to correct a down-turned mouth or to correct 
a frowning forehead to create happier faces and even
happier patients. The surgical technique he uses is one of
muscle modification.

Dr Nettle explains that ‘in a “normal” mouth, there is
balance between the workings of the muscles at the
corners of the mouth, with the zygomaticus major muscle
(ZM) providing an upward pull, and the depressor anguli
oris muscle (DAO) providing a downward pull. As time goes
by and gravity works its force, the DAO gets bigger and
wins over the ZM, resulting in a down-turned, unhappy-
looking mouth.’

Minor tightening of the ZM can be achieved with a
facelift but it usually offers only a slight improvement and is
temporary, he says. Botulinum toxin can be injected into
the DAO muscle to weaken the muscle but this effect is
also temporary, lasting around three months and therefore
needing to be repeated. Lip-lifts are hard to disguise as
skin is removed and the incision lines can be visible.

With his muscle modification technique, Dr Nettle works
on the DAO from the inside of the mouth, near the lower
canine tooth and the pre-molar teeth. Dr Nettle explains, 
‘I make a one centimetre incision to transect the muscle

inside the mouth. By cutting across the muscle and then
allowing it to rejoin, it becomes weaker, letting the ZM pull
up to create a happier-looking face.’

The patients see no scarring as there are no visible
incisions. They are able to smile, talk, chew and whistle 
as normal. Dr Nettle continues, ‘At the same time, during
the procedure, I can extract a little fat from the tummy 
area and inject it into the angle at the corners of the mouth,
into the labio-mandibular crease, sometimes called
“marionette lines”. The combination of weakening the DAO
muscle and filling in the creases produces a much happier
looking face.’

The technique is commonly performed during facelifts,
but takes about 20 minutes as a stand-alone procedure,
with a further two to three days required for healing.

Frown lines between the brows can also make a face
look worried or angry, and these too can be altered by
muscle modification. While botulinum toxin will successfully
relax the corrugator muscle, the result is temporary. 

Dr Nettle explains, ‘By transecting the corrugator
muscle under general anaesthetic and sometimes
removing a little of it and injecting some fat so that the ends
do not rejoin, a 60 percent reduction in the activity of the
corrugator muscle can be achieved.’

The transverse lines on the upper eyelids are created
during tissue ageing as the brows contract involuntarily to
lift the excess skin off the eyelids. 

The elimination of these lines with a gentle temple
elevation and minor trimming of the skin on the upper lids
also affects the muscles. 

Dr Nettle says, ‘The transverse muscles stop over-
working and the eye and forehead area appear more
relaxed and rejuvenated.

‘Rather than radical facelifts, or having repeated
botulinum toxin and filler injections, there are various ways
of modifying facial muscles to achieve a rejuvenated,
revitalised and happy-looking face,’ he concludes. acsm
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Sydney plastic surgeon Dr Warwick Nettle discusses two methods for rejuvenating the
face by surgically modifying muscles to restore beauty for a happier face. Christine
Doggett reports.

putting
on a happy face
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BEFORE AFTER lip and mouth treatment by Dr Nettle

BEFORE AFTER forehead treatment by Dr Nettle
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